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Makita Fargo National Snocross – December 11-12, 2015 

Team Bauerly traveled west to Fargo, ND for rounds 3 and 4 of Amsoil Championship Snocross (ACS) this past 

weekend.  The event was again held at the Buffalo River Race Park (BRRP) in Glyndon, MN just east of Fargo-

Moorhead.  With temps hovering around 40 and the absence of early snow in the area the track had to be 

condensed down to a small oval that was threatened by rain and mud, however they pulled it off in the end. 

Friday started off with the Pro-Lites class where Shane Sewell (#219) and Marcus Ogemar (#58) represented 

the team.  In round one Marcus rode well and worked his way up to 3rd at the line, while Shane pushed to a 2nd 

in his heat.  In round two Marcus battled to a 4th place finish while Shane who had to come from the back row 

after jumping the start worked his way up through the pack to a 3rd.  Both riders qualified for the front row of 

the finals later that night.  The Pro-Lite final brought a lot of action and many position changes.  Marcus rode 

hard and consistent throughout the race and crossed the line in 5th, a position that would eventually be 

challenged due to a pass under yellow flags resulting in a score of 15th in the end.  Shane on the other hand 

pulled a great start and charged hard up front, often pulling away from those behind him and reeling in the 

leader.  He crossed the line with a strong 2nd place overall finish, his first national podium in the sport! 

Saturday brought the team back to the track for another eventful afternoon of racing, once again under hazy 

skies and warm temps.  The Pro Plus 30 class would prove eventful in Fargo and Kurt Bauerly (#318) was a big 

part of the action.  Kurt went 1/4 in qualifying to easily make the final to be run later in the night. In the final 

Kurt again grabbed a great hole shot and fought for the lead from the start, however he and another rider got 

together in turn 2 and he went down.  Remounting quickly he rode with a vengeance and worked his way up 

through the pack to round out the podium in 3rd place overall.     

Shane and Marcus were back on form in the Pro-Lites class Saturday afternoon where they pulled in a 2nd and 

1st place finish in their heats.  Round two also went well as Shane charged hard to another 2nd place finish and 

Marcus battled to a 5th.  Both riders again qualified for the front row of the finals.  In the final under the lights 

Shane would grab another great start and charged hard toward the front of the pack, however after several 

laps through the grueling backstretch whoops he came off.  Having to remount and start over from the back, 

Shane did move up to a 12th place overall finish.  Marcus put on a great charge from deep in the pack to the 

top 5.  After countless laps on the pounded out track, he was able to hold on to a solid 4th place finish overall! 

It was a great outing for the team with both Kurt and Shane standing on the podium and Marcus pulling in a 

top 5.  Thanks again to our great sponsors, hard working crew, supportive families, and countless fans! 
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